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to accomplish something in life, who tries to do something in good - the way

that things come and turn and directions that we would never dream of. Satan
watching

is a real force and satan is constantly/wherever anything good is done to try

to get a hold and twist it and pervert it, to try to introduce that which is

harmful. Satan is the prince of this world. He goes about as a roaring lion,

but he also goes about as an angel of light. W His wiles are absolutely im

penetrable to our mind. But thank Cod if we submit ourselves to God then we

can resist the devil and we know that then, in God's strength, we can over

come him. But there has never been a human organization, there has never been

a human movement, there has never been a great human effort that has gone on

very long without satan in some way getting in and starting to cause trouble.

How wonderful it is in the passage we looked at a couple of days ago to read

that after the return of Christ, satan will be bound for a thousand years so

that he can deceive the nations no more. And we will have a thousand years of with

no interference from satan. Then he must be loosed for a little season but it

is only a little season, after which he will be cast into the lake of fire per

manently. That does not mean that the end of the thousand years is the end of

the period of bliss and happiness that we are to have. We believe in the mu

ennium. We believe in the thousand years, but we also believe in the kingdom

of Christ that cannot be destroyed. Satan will try to destroy it after the

thousand years, but he will not succeed. What happens after that the Bible

hasnot told us. Do we continue on this earth after that - on this earth

purified and cleansed, made into a new earth? Do we continue on it or are

we taken off to some other planet, or do we live in some other sort of exis

tence? The Bible does not tell us. We know thoughx that for a thousand

years satan will be bound before he is loosed for a little season and cast

into the lake of fire. But today satan is here. Satan is going about as a
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